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As much as I enjoy quirky satire, few books have consistently made me laugh--and think--like Will Ferguson's 2001 unexpected (albeit a wee bit dated) delight Happiness (TM), a book that hilariously yet poignantly eviscerates Americans' consumerist bent and the pursuit of happiness at any cost.
Happiness by Will Ferguson - Goodreads
Will Ferguson's novel HAPPINESS has showed the world the shattering consequences of just such a feat. Written with a scathing wit, totally merciless in portrayal of both the characters and the industry in which they inhabit, and a sort of "Oh my GOD" sense of unavoidable peril, the book is a delight to read and an utter horror to contemplate.
Amazon.com: Happiness (9781841952758): Ferguson, Will: Books
Will Ferguson's novel HAPPINESS has showed the world the shattering consequences of just such a feat. Written with a scathing wit, totally merciless in portrayal of both the characters and the industry in which they inhabit, and a sort of "Oh my GOD" sense of unavoidable peril, the book is a delight to read and an utter horror to contemplate.
Amazon.com: Happiness™ (9780864923677): Ferguson, Will ...
Will Ferguson's novel HAPPINESS has showed the world the shattering consequences of just such a feat. Written with a scathing wit, totally merciless in portrayal of both the characters and the industry in which they inhabit, and a sort of "Oh my GOD" sense of unavoidable peril, the book is a delight to read and an utter horror to contemplate.
Happiness: Ferguson, Will: Amazon.com: Books
Will Ferguson's novel HAPPINESS has showed the world the shattering consequences of just such a feat. Written with a scathing wit, totally merciless in portrayal of both the characters and the industry in which they inhabit, and a sort of "Oh my GOD" sense of unavoidable peril, the book is a delight to read and an utter horror to contemplate.
Happiness: Ferguson, Will: 9781841952338: Amazon.com: Books
Happiness [Will Ferguson] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Happiness
Happiness: Will Ferguson: 9781664498549: Amazon.com: Books
Happiness, Will Ferguson. Resource Information The item Happiness, Will Ferguson represents a specific, individual, material embodiment of a distinct intellectual or artistic creation found in Evanston Public Library. This item is available to borrow from 1 library branch.
Happiness, Will Ferguson
Happiness TM, Will Ferguson's first novel, even reveals some of the self-help solutions that Soiree has invented. To become a millionaire in less than a week, invest a small sum in short-term...
Observer review: Happiness TM by Will Ferguson | Books ...
Ferguson has won the Stephen Leacock Memorial Medal for Humour three times: first for Generica (later renamed Happiness) in 2002, then for Beauty Tips from Moose Jaw in 2005 and for his travel memoir Beyond Belfast in 2010.
Will Ferguson - Wikipedia
Will Ferguson is an award-winning travel writer and novelist. He was born and raised in the teeming metropolis of Fort Vermilion (pop. 728), in northern Canada, closer to the Arctic Circle than the American border. His debut novel, Happiness, sold into 23 languages around the world. His last novel, 419, won the Scotiabank Giller Prize.
Will Ferguson
If we are to believe Aristotle, our telos (or destination) as humans is to attain happiness, having lived a good life. If we are to believe Nietzsche, it is our lot in life to suffer. If we are to believe Will Ferguson’s novel, Happiness™, it is quite possible to do both. In his native Canada, Ferguson is perhaps best known as a humorist.
Will Ferguson : Happiness : Book Review
Happiness Will Ferguson. This book is the perfect antidote to wallowing in self-pity. By the end of the novel you will want to throw out any self-help book that you have had the misfortune to buy. In the words of Rajee Tupak Soiree Live! Love! Learn!
Happiness by Will Ferguson - Whichbook
Happiness by Will Ferguson available in Trade Paperback on Powells.com, also read synopsis and reviews. Why would there be a contract out on Edwin de Valu's life? Edwin -- the wiry low-level editor at...
Happiness: Will Ferguson: Trade Paperback: 9780060525101 ...
Ferguson's novels include Happiness™, a satire set in the world of self-help publishing, and Spanish Fly, a coming-of-age tale of con men and call girls set amid the jazz clubs of the Great Depression. His work, which has been published in more than twenty languages around the world, has been nominated for both an IMPAC Dublin Award and a Commonwealth Writers' Prize, and he is a
three-time winner of the Leacock Medal.
Happiness: Ferguson, Will: 9780143056966: Books - Amazon.ca
It was the promise of happiness, not the attainment of it, that had driven the entire engine, the folly and glory of who we are.”
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Happiness Quotes by Will Ferguson - Goodreads
Happiness. Will Ferguson. Canongate, 2003 - Fiction - 320 pages. 13 Reviews ...
Happiness - Will Ferguson - Google Books
Happiness, Will Ferguson. Resource Information The item Happiness, Will Ferguson represents a specific, individual, material embodiment of a distinct intellectual or artistic creation found in East Baton Rouge Parish Library. This item is available to borrow from 1 library branch.
Happiness - East Baton Rouge Parish Library
Lowly editor Edwin de Valu's life moves at a pretty humdrum pace, until he discovers the manuscript for Tupak Soiree's book on his desk. This self-help tome is different--it actually works. And soon the world turns upside down thanks to the advice of this mysterious guru
Happiness - Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
Happiness by Will Ferguson. $4.41. Free Shipping. Get it by Thursday, Sep 24 from ; Aurora, Illinois Need it faster? More shipping options available at checkout • Very Good condition • 30 day returns - Free returns. A copy that has been read, but remains in excellent condition. Pages are intact and are not marred by notes or highlighting ...
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